CUTSPEC:

SHORT PRODUCT
SPECIFICATION

SUBSURFACE / HYBRID ASTM C-309 MEMBRANE CURE & HARDENER / SINGLE APPLICATION
®

@EarlyAge™ Conventional Concrete (28 days or earlier):
SoloCure™ by Green Umbrella® of Rochester, NY (844) 200-7336 is an R.T.U.™ (Ready-to-Use), S.O.L.O.™ (Spray-On,
Leave-On), water-based, membrane-forming curing compound and densifier that meets ASTM C-309. This S.O.L.O. formula can be applied on @EarlyAge slabs immediately after place and finish. 1. Before use, ALWAYS mix using a drill-powered
paddle in negative action (top > down). 2. Using a clean, dry, non-metal, low-pressure, high-volume, manual or
battery-powered commercial sprayer, spray at 200-600 SF per gallon. The coverage ratio will depend on the finish, broom
or hard trowel. 3. Spray evenly without puddling. Allow for 30 minutes of wet dwell time for full saturation. Do not walk on
or allow traffic for 2-3 hours or until dry. 4. Return later with an auto scrubber equipped with thick black pads or soft bristle
brushes and Green Umbrella DeepClean w/SlipResist™ to clean and remove the film. 5. For added sheen and gloss, burnish
clean surface using a concrete-weighted, ultra-high-speed propane burnisher equipped with a GreenGloss™ pad.
(For certified installers and manufacturer instructions, visit www.GreenUmbrellaSystems.com)

[For certified installers, comprehensive manufacturer direction, and support visit www.GreenUmbrellaSystems.com]

WHAT DOES THAT MEAN?

PRODUCT
SPECIFICATION

FULLSPEC

CONCRETE GLOSSARY
Concrete Guides and TechNotes for Design Professionals
ACI (American Concrete Institute) guides are written by committee members with different perspectives from all facets of
the industry and provide recommendations for analysis, design, specifying, selection, evaluation, testing, construction,
and repair of concrete materials or structures. TechNotes are narrowly focused, single-topic guides, usually practice-oriented. A TechNote presents a specific direction on a particular issue and may contain pictures, figures, tables, and
numeric examples. Many of the most beneficial areas on the Green Umbrella website are in the footer menu Technical
Notes or Concrete Guides to help you make the complex simple from design to completion.

“GIVING YOU THE DIRECTION YOU NEED.”
INITIATIVE

INSIGHT

SPECIFICATION

Green Umbrella® starts with consultants showing initiative. Design professionals, owners, and contractors need
someone willing to take the initiative in connecting you with solutions for sustainable concrete. We freely share
industrial insight by investing in our industry with continued education presentations created for design professionals, general contractors, and craftsmen. We can assist you in understanding past project failures and helping you
build your specifications for future success. With all the products needed for a project, it is essential to have someone giving you the direction you need.
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www.GreenUmbrellaSystems.com
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